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Abstract 
 

It is necessary to have databases and datasets in all the applications, websites and programs to 
support their Modern Information System (MIS). These MIS systems use Relational Database 
Management System (R-DBMS) to store data and Procedure Language/Structured Query 
Language (PL/SQL) to retrieve, add or generate data. The SQL query may not perform well on 
big data or complex data tables. Hence, it is important to use improved SQL queries. 
 
This paper describes different SQL query optimization methods based on different scenarios and 
examples. This paper also describes parse trees for each technique. It includes how the parse tree 
is affected by optimized query. It also shows the difference between parse trees before applied 
optimized method and after. 
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1. Introduction: An Overview of SQL 
Query Optimization 
 
 All the applications, websites and 
programs require database and datasets to 
support their operations in the Modern 
Information Systems (MIS). These Modern 
Information Systems store large amounts of 
data that typically use relational databases. 
Relational databases use PL/SQL (Procedure 
Language/Structured Query Language) to 
retrieve, add or generate the data. To improve 
the applications, websites and programs 
performance, it is important to use improved 
PL/SQL queries in this era. SQL query on a 
large dataset may not keep up with the 
performance requirements so that it needs to 
optimize the SQL query. 
 There are too many existing query 
optimization methods, so it is difficult to 
choose one best method for practitioners. This 
seminar paper describes the different existing 
techniques for optimizing the SQL queries. It 
explains which technique suits best in different 
scenarios. 
 This seminar paper contains a brief 
description of the optimization methods and 
detailed explanations with examples of the 
SQL query optimization methods. This seminar 
paper also contains the analysis of the 
optimization methods and how much query is 
optimized. For example, there is the table 
EMPLOYEE has X columns and Y records. 
How is the query tree and parse tree affected 
using each optimization method? It also 
explains when the optimization methods are 

applicable and what type of database and 
queries would be good for the optimization. 
 
2. Preliminary 

 
 Let’s consider an example of simple 
query for the dataset shown in fig. 1. 
Query: Returning the rooms which cost less 
than $130. 

Π Room (Hotel        Hotel_Name=HotelRoom                
Price<$130σRoom_Type=Room (Price))  

 
Hotel_Name City 
Fairfield Madison 
Best Western Verona 

(a) Hotel 
 

Hotel_Name Room_Type 
Fairfield King 
Fairfield Queen 
Fairfield 2 Queens 
Best Western King 
Best Western Queen 

(b) Room 
 

Room_Type Price 
King $120 
Queen $110 
2 Queens $140 

(c) Price 
 

Room 
King 
Queen 

(d) Result 
 
 
 



(e) Relational encoding of query 
 

Fig.1 Query Execution Example. 
 

The query retrieves data based on asked 
criteria. This query accesses the data of the 
tables name Hotel, Room and Price. SQL 
statements can be used to write the query. The 
SQL statement can control transactions, 
program flow, connections, or sessions. In the 
programs, SQL statements are used for sending 
queries from client programs to database 
servers. 
SQL statement can be as: 
 

SELECT Room  
FROM Hotel H 
  JOIN Room R  
  ON H.Hotel_Name = R.Hotel_Name 
     JOIN Price P  
     ON R.Room_Type = P.Room_Type 
WHERE P.Price < $130; 

 
This SQL statement sends the query from client 
program to the database server, and it retrieves 
the data from the server. The tables will be 
joining by their relationship by using query as 
shown in fig. 1(e) and gives the output of the 
rooms that costs less than $130 shown in fig. 
1(d). 
 The SQL server performs in four steps 
as shown in fig. 2 for the SQL query statement 
process. The parsing step performs some basic 
checks on the source code. It looks for invalid 
SQL syntax such as incorrect column and table 
name, incorrect use of reserved words, etc. 
When parsing completes successfully, it 
generates a parse tree which is an internal 
representation of the query, and it passed to 

next step of query processing. During this 
stage, if any errors get detected, the process 
will stop and return the errors. 
 
 

 
Fig. 2 Query Processing Steps 
 

 The next stage is algebraizing, which 
can also be referred to as binding. During this 
stage, the SQL server performs several 
operations on the parse tree and generates a 
query tree which passes to the query optimizer. 
This stage performs several tasks like name 
resolution, type derivation, aggregate binding 
and group binding. Name resolution confirms 
that used table and column names are existing. 
Type derivation determines the final type of 
each parse tree node. Aggregation binding 
checks where to apply aggregation, and Group 
binding binds the appropriate selected list. 
During this stage, if there is any syntax error it 
will be detected. The process would be halted, 
and it would return the errors to the user. 
 The SQL server finds the best way to 
execute query using the optimizer. It takes data 
statistics as rows and unique data in rows if the 
table increases in size more than one page. 
Using these statistics, a cost-based plan is 
prepared. Every cost-based plan is prepared 

Result Hotel Room Price 

Room Hotel_ 
Name 

City Hotel_ 
Name 

Room_ 
Type 

Room_ 
Type 

Price 

King Fairfield Madison Fairfield King King $120 

Queen Best 
Western 

Verona Fairfield Queen Queen $110 



using CPU and I/O resources. Among these 
plans, optimizer chooses the best plan to 
execute. Finally, the last stage executes the 
execution plan sent by the query optimizer. 
 These query processing steps show the 
importance of the optimized query usage. The 
next section will discuss different methods of 
query optimization techniques. 
 
3. SQL Query Optimization 

Techniques to Study 
 

3.1. Using Index 
 

Indexes are used to view data from tables 
quickly. We can compare indexes in SQL with 
an index in a book. For example, if we need to 
find any specific topic from the chapter, we can 
search for the chapter and the topic name into 
the index of a book with less time and effort. 
Same as that, an index can be used to find and 
view data from tables more efficiently. 

There are three ways to create an index in 
SQL query: unique, clustered and non-
clustered. A unique index has no permission to 
have same index key value for two rows. The 
clustered index creates an index in which the 
logical order of the key values determines the 
physical order of the corresponding rows in the 
table, and the non-clustered index specifies the 
logical order of a table but physical order of the 
data rows are independent to their logical 
indexed order. 

For the big data table, it is efficient to use 
an index. For example, 

 
CREATE INDEX I_LS ON EMPLOYEE 
(LASTNAME); 
SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE USE 
INDEX I_LS WHERE LASTNAME = 
‘ANDERSON’; 
 

Instead of 

SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE LASTNAME = ‘ANDERSON’; 

 
This example shows the use of an index on the 
table EMPLOYEE to retrieve the data of all the 
employees with last name Anderson. The table 
EMPLOYEE has large amounts of data. It 
would be more convenient to use an index to 
retrieve data. Without using an index, the select 
query will force the parser to parse all the data 
of the columns which takes more time for query 
execution. 

Table data can be indexed by all the 
predicates by clauses like JOIN, WHERE, 
GROUP BY, ORDER BY to optimize the SQL 
query. In the example, WHERE clause is used 
to optimize the query. Improper indexes can 
cause full table scans which could result in 
locking or performance problem.  

This optimization technique would be more 
efficient for the database that has more than one 
thousand data. For a query tree, this technique 
may increase the number of nodes but using 
index technique reduces the nodes in a parse 
tree. The parse tree for the example shown in 
this section 3.1 could be as shown in fig. 3 and 
Fig. 4. 

 

 
Fig.3 Parse Tree for the query without 
using Index. 
 



 
Fig.4 Parse Tree for the query using Index. 
 

The Index is not invoked in the following cases 
[3]. 
 
a. The mathematical operator doesn’t 

invoke index.  
 
For example, 
 

SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE AGE! = 21; or AGE < 21; or 
AGE > 10; or AGE ^= 10;  
 

b. Avoid using Functions in Predicates 
 
If there is function used on column, the 

index is not used by database. For example, 
 

SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE LOWER(LASTNAME) = 
‘ANDERSON’;  
 

Thwarts Index Use Column LASTNAME is 
not used by database optimizer since the 
function LOWER () is used on the column. If 
SQL does not avoid this function, then it is 
necessary to create a function-based index in 
oracle. 

 
 
 
 
 

c. Avoid using wildcard (%) in the 
beginning of a predicate  
 
The ‘like’ operator will prevent to invoke 

index when a prefixed wild card is used. For 
example, 

 
SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE STOREID LIKE '%ABC'; // 
(Doesn’t invoke)  
 
SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE STOREID LIKE 'ABC%'; // 
(Invokes Index) 

 
3.2. Using SQL Variables 

 
Reducing the use of resources required for 
writing in the announcement of SQL variables 
by using cursor commands, which helps to 
decrease the quantity of PL/SQL code that 
needs to be written by drastically decreasing 
the required amount of SQL code [4]. 

The use of SQL variables is that variables 
should be used when it is required in multiple 
commands. The SQL variables should also 
allow the code to be retrieved at any time by 
using ‘OPEN’ and ‘CLOSE’ command. 
For example, 

  
declare 

e_idemployee.id%type; 
e_nameemployee.name%type; 
e_addremployee.address%type; 
cursor e_employee is 
select employeeid, name, address 
from employee; 
begin 
open e_employee; 
loop 
fetch e_employee into e_employeeid, 
e_name, e_address; 
exit when e_employee%notfound; 
dbms_output.put_line(e_employeeid || 
‘’ || e_name || ‘’ || e_address); 



end loop; 
close e_employee; 

end; 
 

3.3. Deter Full Table Scan (FTS) 
 

Full Table Scan (FTS) [13] [20] retrieves all the 
data of table which can let down the 
performance of the database. Full Table Scan 
may occur due to failure of WHERE clause 
execution or absence of WHERE clause in the 
query. Another reason for full table scan could 
be an index and table data are not updated [5]. 
For example, 

 
SELECT ID FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE EMPLOYEEID = 2541; 
 

Instead of, 
SELECT ID FROM EMPLOYEE; 

 
In this example, the second query is without 
WHERE clause which will result in Full Table 
Scan. Full Table Scan generates a lot of disk 
I/O and drags down the database. To avoid 
FTS, Standard B tree indexes or Function based 
indexes can be used [3]. 

 
Fig. 5: Parse tree with WHERE clause. 
 
 

 
Fig. 6: Parse tree without WHERE clause. 
 

For any type of database table without WHERE 
clause where it is necessary, it will cause Full 
Table Scan. Fig.5 shows the parse tree with 
WHERE clause which may have more nodes 
than a parse tree without WHERE clause. But 
with WHERE clause condition statement will 
filter the data to be retrieved. Fig. 5 shows the 
parse tree without WHERE clause which cause 
the Full Table Scan. 

Avoid using wildcard (%) in the beginning 
of a predicate to avoid full table scan. The 
predicate LIKE '%abc' causes full table scan. 
For example, 

 
SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE STOREID LIKE '%ABC'; // 
(Doesn’t invoke an index which cause 
Full table scan)  
 
SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE STOREID LIKE 'ABC%'; // 
(Invokes Index and prevents full table 
scan). 

 
3.4. Identical Statement Processing 

 
Parsing is resource-consuming and time-
consuming task. An identical statement parsed 
only once upon their arrival whereas 
unidentical statements parse each time it gets 
into a parser. For example, 

 
SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE 
EMPLOYEEID = ‘ANDERSON’; 
SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE 
EMPLOYEEID = ‘ ANDERSON’’; 



SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE 
EMPLOYEEID = ‘ANDERSON’; 
 

To parse these same statements with different 
spacing between words, a parser will consume 
more time and resources each time. Some more 
unidentical statements are as shown: 

 
a. Different data values  

 
SELECT NAME 
FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE EMPLOYEEID = & 
EMPLOYEEID; 

 
Instead of for multiple values retrieve, 

 
SELECT NAME FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE EMPLOYEEID = ‘P101’; 
SELECT NAME FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE EMPLOYEEID = ‘P102’; 
 

 
(A) 

 
(B) 
 
 

 
(C) 
 
Fig. 7: Parse tree for different data 
values query. 
 

This technique will most affect the number of 
parse trees during query processing steps. 
 
b. Uneven spacing 

 
SELECT NAME 
FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE EMPLOYEEID = ‘P101’; 
 

Instead of, 
 
SELECT NAME 
FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE EMPLOYEEID =  ‘ P101’; 
 

(A) 
 
 
 



 
(B) 
 
Fig.8: Query trees for query statement. 
 

In the query tree, the number of nodes will be 
reduced by avoiding uneven spacing during 
query statement writing. 

 
c. Discrepancy of letters 

 
SELECT NAME FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE EMPLOYEEID = ‘P101’; 
 

Instead of, 
 

SELECT NAME FROM EMPLOYEE 
where EMPLOYEEID = ‘P102’; 
 

In this case, the query tree or the parse tree is not 
affected by discrepancy of letters in case or size 
but parser must check each time letters type 
which cause more resource usage. 

 
3.5. Making SQL Queries Reusable 

 
By making SQL queries reusable, we can save 
resource usage. The parser will parse the query 
once and each time when query runs, we can 
pass different values to execute the query. For 
example, 
 

SELECT ID, NAME 
FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE STOREID = &STOREID; 
 
RUN QUERY (&STOREID = 1234); 

RUN QUERY (&STOREID = 9548); 
 
Instead of using two queries to execute for 
same column record execution, 

 
SELECT ID, NAME 
FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE STOREID = 1234; 
 
SELECT ID, NAME 
FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE STOREID = 9548; 

 
This query will take the value of STOREID 
each time when it runs and pulls up the columns 
and rows of the selected value. 

Bind variables play a key role in a 
multiuser environment by offering scalability 
to the application. Most queries exhibit non-
identical form [2]. This query can also be 
written using bind variables, 

 
SELECT ID, NAME 

FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE STOREID =: SID; 
Here SID is a declared bind variable. 

 

 
Fig. 9: Parse tree for Reusable query. 

 
Fig. 10: Parse tree for not reusable query. 



 
 
Fig. 11: Parse tree for not reusable query. 
 

This technique is useful for any size of a table. 
This optimization technique reduces the 
number of parse trees and query trees during 
query processing by using same query for 
different data retrieval.  

 
3.6. Reducing Sub Queries 

 
To edit PL/SQL query by decreasing the 
number of sub queries to a minimum amount. 
When there is higher number of sub queries, 
those queries will stack up on each other and 
will lead to more complications. The 
combination of information tables can help to 
retrieve more information. However, it is 
necessary to check each time if the used 
subquery is suitable or not. The unsuitable 
subquery may decrease the performance of the 
PL/SQL [4] [1]. Higher numbers of sub queries 
slow the entire query processing. Hence query 
should be rewritten to minimize number of sub 
queries [13]. 

For example, the following query which 
has a subquery that retrieves maximum record 
from child table. The query can be optimized as 
shown following with reducing subquery. 

 
SELECT EMPLOYEEID, NAME, 
MAX(SALARY) AS LASTPAYROLL 
FROM EMPLOYEE 
 LEFT JOIN PAYROLL 
     ON PAYROLL.EMPLOYEEID =        
EMP.EMPLOYEEID 
WHERE REGION = 1 
GROUP BY EMPLOYEEID, NAME; 

 
Instead of, 

 
SELECT 
    EMPLOYEEID, NAME 
FROM 
    EMPLOYEE LEFT JOIN ( 
SELECT 
    EMPLOYEEID, MAX(SALARY) AS 
LASTPAYROLL 
        FROM 
            PAYROLL 
        GROUP BY  
            EMPLOYEEID) AS PAYROLL  
    ON PAYROLL.EMPLOYEEID = 
EMP.EMPLOYEEID 
WHERE 
    REGION = 1; 
 
 

3.7. Reducing Characteristics 
 

As less characters are used in a query, it will 
lead to less execution time of PL/SQL. So it is 
a good idea to write query in the format that 
decreases the number of characters and can 
integrate the information in a condensed form. 
For example, use “Shorthand Annotation” with 
the character (+), the writing technique “Left 
Join” and “Right Join” [4]. For example, 

 
SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE 
PAYROLL.EMPLOYEEID *= 
EMPLOYEE.EMPLOYEEID AND 
LASTNAME = "ANDERSON" 
 

Instead of, 
 

SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE LEFT 
JOIN PAYROLL ON 
PAYROLL.EMPLOYEEID = 
EMPLOYEE.EMPLOYEEID AND 
LASTNAME = "ANDERSON"; 
 
 



3.8. Dead Code Elimination 
 
During SQL query processing, if dead code 
exists in a query, the SQL query processor 
consumes time and CPU cycles to run the dead 
code. Dead code has no purpose and will be 
eliminated during run time. Hence it is good 
idea to remove dead code before executing the 
query. For example,  
 

SELECT ID, NAME 
FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE EMPLOYEEID = ‘P101’; 

 
Instead of, 

 
SELECT ID, NAME 
FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE EMPLOYEEID = ‘P101’ AND 
LASTNAME = ‘ANDERSON’; 
 

In this query example, the code after 
EMPLOYEEID = ‘P101’ statement is dead 
code since EMPLOYEEID = ‘P101’ is a 
primary key, it is not necessary to use 
LASTNAME = ‘ANDERSON’ since it does 
not affect the result of the query. 

 

 
Fig.12: Parse tree for query without dead 
code. 
 

 
Fig.13: Parse tree for query with dead 
code. 
 

Fig.12 shows the parse tree for query without 
dead code and Fig.13 shows the parse tree for 
query with dead code. 

 
3.9. Break Down SQL Queries 

 
If the techniques like using Index does not 
provide any important performance 
improvements, then break down the SQL 
queries for joining multiple tables. The 
objective of splitting the query is to minimize 
the number of the views used in the join. This 
approach results in multiple queries. In this 
case, it is helpful to avoid outer joins and use 
inner joins wherever possible. 

SQL query can break down in the 
following cases: 

 
a. OR logic in the WHERE clause: 
 

 The query has the condition on each 
side of the OR operator in the WHERE or 
JOIN clause, which evaluates different 
tables. This can be resolved by use of a 
UNION operator instead of the OR 
operator in the WHERE or JOIN clause. 
For example, 
 

SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE AGE IN (18, 21, 25); 

 



Instead of, 
 

SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE AGE = 18 OR AGE = 21 OR 
AGE = 25; 

 
b. Aggregations in intermediate 

results sets: 
 
If the query has joins on aggregated data 
sets, this can result in poor performance. 
This can be resolved by placing the 
aggregated intermediate result sets in 
temporary tables. For example, 
 

CREATE TABLE TEMP AS SELECT 
AVG(SALARY) FROM PAYROLL; 
 
SELECT EMPLOYEEID, STOREID 
FROM EMPLOYEE 
LEFT JOIN PAYROLL ON 
 PAYROLL.EMPLOYEEID = 
 EMP.EMPLOYEEID 
LEFT JOIN ON 
 STORE.EMPLOYEEID = 
PAYROLL.EMPLOYEEID 

 
Instead of, 
 

SELECT EMPLOYEEID, STOREID, 
AVG(SALARY) 
FROM EMPLOYEE 
LEFT JOIN ON 
 PAYROLL.EMPLOYEEID =        
EMP.EMPLOYEEID 
LEFT JOIN ON 
 STORE.EMPLOYEEID = 
PAYROLL.EMPLOYEEID 

 
c. A large number of very complex 

joins: 
 
When the query has a large number of 
joins, especially joins on ranges, which 
can result in poor performance because of 

progressively degrading estimates of 
cardinality. This can be resolved by 
breaking down the query and using 
temporary tables. For example, 
 

SELECT EMPLOYYEID, 
 (SELECT STOREID FROM 
STORE WHERE ADDRESS = 
‘MADISON’), 
 (SELECT EMPID FROM 
PAYROLL WHERE SALARY < 50000),
  
FROM EMPLOYEE; 
 

Instead of, 
 

SELECT EMPLOYYEID, STOREID, 
EMPID 
FROM EMPLOYEE 
 LEFT JOIN SORE ON 
(ADDRESS = ‘MADISON’) 
 LEFT JOIN PAYROLL ON 
(SALARY < 50000); 

 
d. A CASE clause in the WHERE or 

JOIN clause: 
 
When the query has CASE operators in the 
WHERE or JOIN clauses, which cause 
poor estimates of cardinality, this can be 
resolved by breaking down the cases into 
separate queries and using the Transact-
SQL IF statement to direct the flow for the 
conditions. For example, 

SELECT EMPLOYEEID, STOREID, 
SALARY 
FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE STOREID = 9548 
AND ((SALARY > 50000 AND 
STOREID IN (MAX (SALARY))) 
   OR ((SALARY < 50000 AND 
 STOREID IN (MIN (SALARY)))  
   OR ((SALARY = 50000 AND 
 STOREID IN (50000)); 

 



Instead of, 
 

SELECT EMPLOYEEID, STOREID, 
SALARY 
FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE STOREID = 9548 
AND SALARY IN CASE 

 WHEN: SALARY > 50000 
  THEN (MAX (SALARY)) 
 WHEN: SALARY < 50000 
  THEN (MIN (SALARY)) 
 WHEN: SALARY = 50000 
  THEN (50000) 

END; 
 

4. Conclusion 
 

This seminar paper is a survey on various SQL 
query optimization methods, including using 
index, full table scan, breakdown queries, etc. 
Some detailed examples are provided for the 
ease of understanding for each specific 
optimization technique. Parse trees before and 
after the optimization techniques are also 
presented to demonstrate the reduction of the 
number of nodes after certain optimization 
techniques are applied. The paper serves as a 
good reference to audiences who are new to 
SQL query optimization and would like to 
know what technique(s) can be applied in 
different scenarios. 
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